**Intervention Group Decision Aid Session Script**

**Session preparation:**

You need:
- Study id of participant
- Login code and password of participant
- Participant’s phone number
- Confirmation of appointment time
- Study sheet
- Writing utensils
- Recording device
- Code for participant to unlock follow up questions (okgo)
- Admin login and password for decision aid (to view participants choices)

Participant needs:
- Enough time to complete the session (1/2 hour)

**Notes on session and using this guide:** The goal of this session is answer any questions that participants have after they have used the decision aid. It will be good to ask enough questions to see if there were any areas where they felt unsure of the information, misunderstood the information, or wanted more information. We have outlined a list of questions below to help prompt the conversation probe enough to find out if the participant may need more information or clarification. The participant will also likely have their own questions after using the decision aid and we want to be able to catch answer these questions and record what questions they had after using the decision aid.

As the counselor for this session it is important that you are familiar with the decision aid, including the content of the video, the various sections of the decision aid and the questions that it asks. Overall your answers to the question should reflect what was discussed in the decision aid, unless of course if the participant has questions that are beyond the scope of the decision aid (in which case you should feel free to answer as needed).

**Session preparation: Before session prep tape recorder, fill out study sheet with participant ID and note time that study begins. Log into genomics advisor and pull up the participant’s bin choices so that you have their selection ready for your discussion. Confirm with participant that it is ok to turn on tape recorder. If they are not ok with recording mark this on your study sheet. Make of note of session start time on the data collection sheet.**

**Important:** be sure to record all questions the participant has during your session. We want to capture all the common questions of gaps in information that users have after using the decision aid.
Introduction
Hello, thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I am calling you today because you have agreed to participate in our study. As you have had the chance to view our decision aid and select which incidental finding you would like to receive, the purpose of my call today is to answer any further question you may have. I have an outline of topic we will discuss, but feel free to ask any question you have at any time.

Video
After watching the video in the decision aid do you have any questions or anything you would like to discuss further? Would you like more information about the different categories or any part you would like clarified? Did the video have any sections where you would like to have more information?

Decision Aid Questions
After you watched the video you were asked a series of questions about what is information is important for you to learn. Do you have any questions about this section? Do you recall what was the most important to you?

Knowledge and Decisional Conflict
The decision aid then asked you questions about what you learned and the areas you may be unsure about. Are there any parts of the knowledge questions you would like clarified, more information about? Were you unsure about any part of your decision? Is there any other information I can provide to help with any indecision you have?

Category Selections
Can you recall which categories you selected (review categories if they cannot recall)? Is there anything about which categories you selected that you would like to discuss further or have questions about. How do you feel about your selections, would you anticipate that this information would be useful to you? Anything about your selections that that concerns you?

Next steps
Anything else you would like discuss before we continue? Thank you for taking the time today. Next we would like you to complete the online follow-up questions. It is important that you answer these questions right after our session today, so please log into the site right after our call is over and complete the questions. This should only take you 10 to 15 min to complete. You should have received an email with a link to the online questions and a user name. If you do not have this info I can provide it to you now. You will also need a pass code to be able to advance in the decision aid, this code is okgo.
Thank you again for your time.

**End of session instructions for Genetic Counsellor:** Thank the participant for their time, ask if they have any further questions and end session. Turn off tape recoding, Note on data collection sheet end time. Fill out study sheet notes. Turn off tape recoding, note on data collection sheet end time. Fill out study sheet notes. Upload recording and label with study id.